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Abstract

This paper introduces the joint submission of
the Beijing Jiaotong University and WeChat
AI to the WMT’22 chat translation task
for English⇔German. Based on the Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017), we apply several
effective variants. In our experiments, we uti-
lize the pre-training-then-fine-tuning paradigm.
In the first pre-training stage, we employ
data filtering and synthetic data generation
(i.e., back-translation, forward-translation, and
knowledge distillation). In the second fine-
tuning stage, we investigate speaker-aware in-
domain data generation, speaker adaptation,
prompt-based context modeling, target denois-
ing fine-tuning (Meng et al., 2020), and boosted
self-COMET-based model ensemble. Our sys-
tems achieve 0.810 and 0.946 COMET (Rei
et al., 2020) scores1 on English→German
and German→English, respectively. The
COMET scores of English→German and
German→English are the highest among all
submissions.

1 Introduction

We participate in the WMT 2022 shared task
on chat translation in two language directions,
English→German and German→English. In this
year’s chat translation task, we apply the two-stage
training strategy. In the first stage, we investi-
gate model architecture and data augmentation.
In the second stage, we mainly focus on exploit-
ing speaker-aware in-domain data augmentation,
speaker adaptation, prompt-based context mod-
eling, target denoising fine-tuning (Meng et al.,
2020), and model ensemble strategies. This task
aims to build machine translation systems to trans-
late conversational text and thus supports fluent
communication between an agent speaking in En-

∗Work was done when Yunlong was interning at Pattern
Recognition Center, WeChat AI, Tencent Inc, China.

† Jinan Xu is the corresponding author.
1The COMET is the official automatic evaluation metric.

glish and a customer speaking in a different lan-
guage (e.g., German), which is different from the
first pre-training stage (Farajian et al., 2020; Liang
et al., 2021a, 2022a; Liu et al., 2021; Gain et al.,
2021, 2022; Buschbeck et al., 2022). Therefore,
we mainly pay attention to the second fine-tuning
stage.

In the first pre-training stage, we follow pre-
vious work (Meng et al., 2020; Zeng et al.,
2021; Meng and Zhang, 2019; Yan et al., 2020)
and utilize several effective Transformer vari-
ants. Specifically, we combine the Multi-Head-
Attention (Vaswani et al., 2017), Average Atten-
tion Transformer (Zhang et al., 2018), and Talking-
Heads Attention (Shazeer et al., 2020), which have
shown significant model performance and diver-
sity. For data augmentation, we employ the back-
translation method to use the target-side mono-
lingual data and apply the forward-translation to
leverage the source-side monolingual data. To
fully utilize the source-side of bilingual data,
we use the sequence-level knowledge distillation
method (Kim and Rush, 2016).

In the second fine-tuning stage, for speaker-
aware in-domain data augmentation, based on the
BConTrasT (Farajian et al., 2020) dataset of the
WMT20 chat translation task, we firstly adapt
our pre-trained model to each speaker by using
the speaker tag as a pseudo token and then ap-
ply it to the Taskmaster-1 (Byrne et al., 2019)
corpus to generate the speaker-aware in-domain
data. For speaker adaptation, we follow previous
work (Moghe et al., 2020) to prepend the corre-
sponding speaker tag to each utterance on both
the source and the target side to get a speaker-
aware dataset. For prompt-based context model-
ing, we exploit the prompt learning to incorporate
the bilingual context and then apply the target de-
noising fine-tuning method (Meng et al., 2020) to
train our model. For the model ensemble, inspired
by Zeng et al. (2021), we select high-potential can-
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didate models from two aspects, namely model
performance (COMET scores) and model diversity
(Self-COMET scores among all candidate mod-
els). Based on this, we design a search algorithm
to gradually select the current best model of the
model candidate pool for the final model ensemble.

2 Model Architectures

In this section, we describe the model architectures
we used in two translation directions, where we
mainly follow the previous state-of-the-art mod-
els (Zeng et al., 2021). We also refer readers to
read the paper for details.

2.1 Model Configurations
Given the strong capacity of deeper and wider archi-
tectures, we use them in our experiments. Specifi-
cally, following Zeng et al. (2021), we use 20-layer
encoders for deeper models and set the hidden size
to 1024 for all models. We set the decoder depth to
10. For the wider ones, we adopt 12 encoder layers,
2048 for hidden size, and 8192 to 15000 for filter
sizes.

2.2 Transformer Variants
Average Attention Transformer. Follow-
ing Zeng et al. (2021), the average attention
transformer (Zhang et al., 2018) are employed
to add model diversity. In the AAN, the context
representation gi for each input embedding is
calculated as follows:

gi = FFN(
1

i

t∑

k=1

yk),

where yk is the input embedding for step k and t
is the current time step. FFN denotes the position-
wise feed-forward network (Vaswani et al., 2017).

Talking Heads Attention. Similarly, talking-
heads attention (Shazeer et al., 2020) also performs
well in Zeng et al. (2021), which can transform the
attention-logits and the attention scores and thus al-
low information interaction among attention heads
by adding two linear projection layers Wl and Wa:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
k

Wl)WaV.

3 System Overview

In this section, we describe our system used in
the WMT 2022 chat translation shared task, which

includes two parts, namely general pre-training
and in-domain fine-tuning. The pre-training part
includes data filtering and synthetic data genera-
tion. The in-domain fine-tuning consists of speaker-
aware in-domain data generation, speaker adap-
tation, prompt-based context modeling, the tar-
get denoising fine-tuning (Meng et al., 2020), and
boosted Self-COMET-based model ensemble.

3.1 General Pre-training

3.1.1 Data Filtering
We filter the bilingual training corpus (includ-
ing synthetic parallel data) with the following
rules (Zeng et al., 2021): 1) Normalize punctuation;
2) Remove the sentence whose length is more than
100 words or a single word that exceeds 40 charac-
ters; 3) Filter out the duplicated sentence pairs; 4)
Delete the sentence whose word ratio between the
source and the target words exceeds 1:4 or 4:1.

3.1.2 Synthetic Data Generation
For data augmentation, we obtain the general do-
main synthetic data via back-translation, forward-
translation, and knowledge distillation.

Tagged Back-Translation. Previous work has
shown that different methods of generating pseudo
corpus have a different influence on translation per-
formance (Edunov et al., 2018; Hoang et al., 2018;
Zeng et al., 2021). Following them, we attempt
two generating strategies: 1) Beam Search: pro-
duce translation by beam search (beam size = 5).
2) Sampling Top-k: Select a word randomly from
top-k (k = 15) words when inference.

Forward-Translation. We then ensemble mod-
els to forward-translate the monolingual data of
the source language to further enhance model per-
formance. We obtain a stable improvement in
both directions, which is consistent with previous
work (Zeng et al., 2021).

Knowledge Distillation. Knowledge Distillation
aims to transfer knowledge from the teacher model
to student models, which has shown effective for
NMT (Kim and Rush, 2016; Wang et al., 2021;
Zeng et al., 2021). Specifically, we first use the
teacher model to generate synthetic corpus in the
forward direction (i.e., En→De). Then, we train
our student models with the generated corpus.

Note that we prefix all the synthetic sentences by
appending a pseudo tag <BT>when jointly training
with genuine data.
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3.2 In-domain Fine-tuning

3.2.1 Speaker-aware In-domain Data
Generation

Inspired by Moghe et al. (2020), we prepend
the corresponding speaker tag (the <agent> or
the <customer>) to each utterance on both
the source and the target side to get a speaker-
aware dataset based on the BConTrasT dataset of
the WMT20 chat translation task (Farajian et al.,
2020). Secondly, we adapt our pre-trained model to
each speaker on the speaker-aware dataset. Then,
we apply the adapted model to the monolingual
Taskmaster-1 (Byrne et al., 2019) corpus, which is
the original source of BConTrasT (Farajian et al.,
2020), to generate the speaker-aware in-domain
data.

3.2.2 Speaker Adaptation
As a special characteristic of chat translation, dis-
tinguishing between the two speaker roles plays
an important role as they both form the complete
dialogue. And modeling the speaker characteris-
tic has been demonstrated effective in previous
work (Moghe et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021c,
2022b, 2021b, 2022c). Therefore, our data used
in the fine-tuning has a corresponding speaker tag
(the <agent> or the <customer>) appended in
the first token of each utterance.

3.2.3 Prompt-based Context Modeling
Previous studies (Wang et al., 2020; Moghe et al.,
2020) have shown that the multi-encoder frame-
work cannot improve the model performance af-
ter using the context in the chat translation task,
while a unified model (Ma et al., 2020; Liang et al.,
2021c) can. Therefore, we also investigate incorpo-
rating the context in the unified model with prompt
learning (without modifying the model architec-
ture). Specifically, we add two preceding bilingual
contexts at the tail of each utterance with an indica-
tor <context begins>, where we also use a
special tag <SEP> to separate different utterances
of the bilingual context. In this way, our model with
context modeling can achieve a better COMET.

3.2.4 Target Denoising Fine-tuning
To bridge the exposure bias (Ranzato et al., 2016),
we add noisy perturbations into decoder inputs
when fine-tuning. Therefore, the model becomes
more robust to prediction errors by target denoising
fine-tuning (Zhang et al., 2019; Meng et al., 2020).
Specifically, the fine-tuning data generator chooses

Algorithm 1: Boosted Self-COMET-based
Ensemble (BSCE)

Input:
List of candidate models M = {mi, ..., mn}
Valid set COMET for each model C = {ci, ...,
cn}
Average Self-COMET for each model S = {si,
..., sn}
The number of models n
The number of ensemble models e

Output: Selected Model Pool P
1: for i← 1 to n do
2: weight = (max(S)−min(S))

(max(C)−min(C))
3: scorei =

(ci −min(C)) · weight+ (max(S)− si)

4: end for
5: Add the highest score model to candidates list

P = { mtop }
6: while |P| < e do
7: index = argmin

i

1
|M−P|

∑
i∈M−P,j∈P

BLEU(i, j)

8: Add mindex to candidate list P
9: end while

10: return P

30% of utterance pairs (Note that we do not include
the indicator word and the bilingual context) to add
noise and keeps the remaining 70% of sentence
pairs unchanged. For a chosen pair, we keep the
source sentence untouched and replace the i-th to-
ken of the target sentence with (I) a random token
of the current target sentence in 15% probability
and (II) the unchanged i-th in 85% probability.

3.2.5 Boosted Self-COMET-based Model
Ensemble (BSCE)

After we get plenty of fine-tuned models, how to
search for the best combination for the ensemble
model is a difficult question. Inspired by Zeng et al.
(2021), we propose a Boosted Self-COMET-based
Ensemble (BSCE) algorithm, as shown in algo-
rithm 1. Since the existing boosted Self-BLEU-
based pruning strategy (Zeng et al., 2021) is de-
signed for achieving higher BLEU scores with high
efficiency, it can not help obtain better COMET
scores. Therefore, we adapt it to COMET scores.
Then, we can obtain the best ensemble models from
n top models by a greedy search strategy.

The algorithm takes as input a list of n strong sin-
gle models M, COMET scores on the development
set for each model C, average Self-COMET scores
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for each model S, the number of models n, and
the expected number of ensemble models e. The
algorithm returns a set P consisting of e selected
models. We calculate the weighted score for each
model (line 2). The weight (line 3) calculated is
a trade-off between the development set COMET
score and the Self-COMET score since the perfor-
mance and the diversity play the same key role
in ensemble (Zeng et al., 2021). Then the set P
initially contains the model mtop has the highest
weighted score. Next, we iteratively re-compute
the average Self-COMET between the remaining
models in ‘M−P’ and selected models in P, based
on which we select the model that has a minimum
Self-COMET score into P.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Setting

The implementation of our models is based on
Fairseq2. All the single models in the first pre-
training stage are carried out on 8 NVIDIA V100
GPUs (32 GB memory of each). And all the models
in the second fine-tuning stage are conducted on 4
NVIDIA V100 GPUs. We use the Adam optimizer
with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.998. The batch size are set to
8192 and 4096 tokens per GPU for pre-training and
fine-tuning, respectively. We set the “update-freq”
parameter to 2 and 1 for both stages. The learning
rate is set to 0.0005 and 0.0004 for two stages, re-
spectively. We use the warmup step to 4000. We
calculate COMET3 score for all experiments which
is officially recommended.

English and German sentences are segmented by
Moses4. We apply punctuation normalization and
Truecasing. We use byte pair encoding BPE (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016) with 32K operations. For the
post-processing, we apply de-truecaseing and de-
tokenizing on the English and German translations
with the scripts provided in Moses.

4.2 Dataset

The data statistics of the two stages are shown in
Table 1. For the general pre-training, the bilin-
gual data is the combination of all parallel data
in WMT21. For monolingual data, we use the
News Crawl, Common Crawl, and Extended Com-
mon Crawl. For synthetic data generation, we
back-translate all the target monolingual data and

2https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
3https://unbabel.github.io/COMET/html/index.html
4http://www.statmt.org/moses/

General pre-training In-domain fine-tuning

Bilingual Data 74.8M 17,847
Source Mono Data 332.8M 302,079
Target Mono Data 237.9M -

Table 1: Statistics of all training data.

Models En→De De→En

Chat baseline w/o context 0.403 0.588
Chat baseline w context 0.376 0.680
Pre-trained deeper model w/o context 0.544 0.865
+ in-domain genuine data w/ context (FT1) 0.772 0.905
+ in-domain pseudo data w/ context (FT2) 0.767 0.903
+ in-domain both data w/ context (FT3) 0.781 0.908
Pre-trained wider model w/o context 0.604 0.879
+ in-domain genuine data w/ context (FT4) 0.782 0.908
+ in-domain pseudo data w/ context (FT5) 0.779 0.906
+ in-domain both data w/ context (FT6) 0.785 0.909

Table 2: COMET scores on the Valid set for both pre-
trained models, and each of fine-tuned on (i) in-domain
genuine data, (ii) in-domain pseudo data, and (iii) both
in-domain data.

forward-translate the source monolingual data. For
the in-domain fine-tuning, we use all the training,
valid, and testing data of the wmt20 chat task as our
training data. For monolingual data, we select the
Taskmaster-1 (Byrne et al., 2019) corpus to build
the pseudo-paired data using the method described
in Section 3.2.1.

4.3 Results

We report COMET scores (Rei et al., 2020) on the
validation set (generally, beam size = 5 and length
penalty = 0.6).

Pre-training and Fine-tuning. The results in Ta-
ble 2 show that all pre-trained models outperform
the baseline models trained on the chat training
data. We observe that in-domain fine-tuning of the
pre-trained models always gives large gains even
on the in-domain pseudo data. We also find that
the performance of different model architectures
comes close after in-domain fine-tuning. Though
these models perform similarly, as they have dif-
ferent architectures or are trained on different data,
they generate diverse translations and show a cu-
mulative effect when ensemble.

Final Submissions. Table 3 shows the results
of our primary submission on both the validation
and test set. Note that all candidate models with
different architectures or trained with different data
are used for the ensemble. We find that our BSCE
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Models En→De De→En

Best Single Model 0.785 0.909
+ Normal Ensemble 0.788 0.908
+ BSCE 0.790 0.911
+ BSCE + Large beam (*) 0.792 0.913
Official results on the Test set
+ BSCE + Large beam (*) 0.810 0.946
Best Official 0.810 0.946

Table 3: Valid set COMET scores for ensemble with
different strategies and the official COMET results of
our submissions. ‘*’ indicates the primary system of
our submissions.

Models En→De De→En

FT6 + no tag 0.779 0.904
FT6 + speaker 0.785 0.909

Table 4: Valid set COMET scores for fine-tuning with
speaker tags .

is effective in both directions (more analyses are
shown in Section 5.3). Inspired by Wang et al.
(2020), we also tried large beam size. Finally, our
primary system achieves the highest results among
all submissions5.

5 Analysis

5.1 Effect of Speaker Tags

As shown in Table 4, we observe that the perfor-
mance in both directions improves with the addi-
tion of tags, which is consistent with Moghe et al.
(2020). It shows that adding the speaker tag indeed
can improve the chat translation performance.

5.2 Effect of Prompt-based Context Modeling
(PCM)

As shown in Table 5, we investigate the effect of
the context. The bilingual context involves the
utterance in mixed language. Therefore, we inves-
tigate the different contexts with prompt learning.
The results show that the models achieve slight per-
formance gains with suitable context. And using
context in the same language was more beneficial
than the mixed context, which is consistent with
previous work (Moghe et al., 2020).

5.3 Effect of Boosted Self-COMET-based
Ensemble (BSCE)

Inspired by the boosted Self-BLEU-based ensem-
ble (Zeng et al., 2021), we propose the Boosted

5https://wmt-chat-task.github.io/

Models En→De De→En

FT6 + w/o context 0.782 0.905
using previous context (mix language)
FT6 + w/ PCM (+ 1 prev) 0.781 0.905
FT6 + w/ PCM (+ 2 prev) 0.779 0.901
FT6 + w/ PCM (+ 3 prev) 0.775 0.897
using previous context (same language)
FT6 + w/ PCM (+ 1 prev) 0.785 0.909
FT6 + w/ PCM (+ 2 prev) 0.784 0.909
FT6 + w/ PCM (+ 3 prev) 0.782 0.904

Table 5: Valid set COMET scores for fine-tuning with
different contexts. The numbers before “prev” indicate
the number of preceding utterances used as context.

Self-COMET-based Ensemble. To verify its su-
periority, we first select the top 10 models with
different architecture and training data. The results
are shown in the “+Normal Ensemble” of Table 3.
For the BSCE, we need to get the translation result
of every model to calculate the Self-COMET. After
that, we only need to perform the inference process
once. Then, we can select the best models for the
ensemble. Here, we select 10 models and 4 models
for En→De and De→En, respectively. The results
are shown in “+BSCE” of Table 3. Based on it,
we obtain better results after using the large beam
(beam sizes of 9 and 8 for En→De and De→En,
respectively). These results show the effectiveness
of our BSCE method.

6 Conclusions

We investigate the pre-training-then-fine-tuning
paradigm to build chat translation systems, which
are some effective transformer-based architectures.
Our systems are also built on several popular data
augmentation methods such as back-translation,
forward-translation, and knowledge distillation.
In the fine-tuning, we enhance our system by
speaker-aware in-domain data generation, speaker
adaptation, prompt-based context modeling, tar-
get denoising fine-tuning (Meng et al., 2020), and
boosted self-COMET-based model ensemble. Our
systems achieve 0.810 and 0.946 COMET (Rei
et al., 2020) scores on English→German and
German→English, respectively. These COMET
scores are the highest among all submissions.
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